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Next Meeting 
  

Tues 2 October 2018  -  On the Tuesday after the long weekend, it will be a surprise!  (ie We haven’t 

settled on a venue yet ….. So, ….. an email to everyone will be forthcoming by Monday 24th Sept.) 

Calendar 

Mon 24 Sept  -  Toronto Trekkers  -  Please join them for a BBQ Mon 24th 6pm. Bring own food & drink. 

Tues 25 Sept  -     Childrens Day  -  BBQ. Set up 10.30am, end by 1.30pm. 

Sat 29 Sept  -  AAO Open Day 

Mon 15 Oct  -  Elizabeth Barkley to speak about Hospital Auxiliary 

Mon 22 Oct  -  Coona Race day  

Sat 27 Oct  -  Roach’s Hardware special day 

Fri 3 Nov  -  St Lawrence Fete 

Mon 5 Nov  -  Cluster Public speaking 

Wed 14 Nov  -  Community Services Expo 

Mon 19 Nov  -  Guest speaker Dr Steven Cuneen 

Fri 14 Dec  -  ‘Tree of Joy’ project with Belrose Rotary Club (Fred Clancy) 

 

Last Meeting  
 

It was great to welcome so many visitors this week, the three applicants for NZ exchange and their 

families, new members Robert & Simon and Jenni too, and guest speaker Nicola Brookhouse and bonus 

Sue B! As well, good to welcome Erin Dowse, who we will also be adding to our membership in a few 

weeks. 

 

Coming events:   1. A visit from the Toronto Trekkers next weekend  -  see above in calendar 

2. The Childrens Day on Tues 25 Sept  -  setting up at the town oval 10.30am, 

cooking from 11am, should be finished by 1.30pm. 

 

Australian NZ Exchange  

Guests at the Rotary meeting this 

week were our three applicants for 

the New Zealand short term 

exchange, Ruby Allison, Molly 

Shannon and Hugo Bunner and their 

parents. A meeting was held late in 

the afternoon to help prepare them 

for the District interview which will 

be held in Walcha on Saturday. If 

successful, they will be going to 

New Zealand in the second term of 2019 for three months, returning with their Kiwi match to host 

them for three months here in in Coonabarabran. They practised their introductions with a short 

description of their interests and hobbies. We wish them well in their interviews.  



 

Induction of New Members 

We welcomed to the club two new members 

this week when Simon Tighe and Robert 

Noakes, both local men born and bred, were 

inducted into Rotary. Simon has been a 

familiar face in Roach’s Hardware for some 

years, and, as his sponsor Robert Cox stated 

during the induction, he has always been 

thoroughly helpful and reliable. Robert was 

also a student at Coonabarabran High but left 

for tertiary education. He has worked in the 

public sector in various places but has retired 

to Coonabarabran and bought a house locally. We hope these two new members, and also Simon’s 

wife Jenni, enjoy their time in Rotary. 

 

Nicola Brookhouse on Uganda   

Special guest speaker on Monday, Nicola was our club’s Group Study 

Exchange team which travelled to Uganda earlier this year. It was the 

first time Uganda has hosted a GSE team, so it was a new experience 

for the hosts as well as the visitors. Accommodation is usually in the 

homes of Rotarians while on exchange which is a wonderful way to 

gain an understanding of cultural and family differences, but on this 

occasion, team members were often accommodated in hotels. There 

were also limited opportunities for Nicola to find vocational 

experiences which matched her own vocation as a National Parks 

officer with expertise in wetland management.  

However, the team still benefitted from an amazing cultural exchange, 

with music, dancing, food, colourful clothing and the simple unadorned 

family homes being features that mark Uganda apart. Illness proved to 

be a problem and this, combined with less than satisfactory travel 

conditions made Nicola appreciate the safety we enjoy and take for 

granted in daily living here in Australia. Congratulations Nicola for 

achieving such valuable outcomes, and for giving us through your 

presentation such a great understanding of life in Uganda. 

 

The Lamb Jumpers Project 

This is the project that Marie Knight started 

‘accidently’, as she described it, when she 

put an item on Facebook about using 

jumpers for new born lambs when the 

weather is poor or their mothers have been 

compromised with shortage of feed in the 

gestation months. 

It absolutely took off when it was featured a 

few times on TV and a knitting pattern was 

included in the Womens Day magazine. 

The response has been overwhelming.  Over 15,000 have already been distributed, and there are 

literally thousands more waiting to find a final home.  This (above) is how they arrive. 



  The CWA hall is full of tables 

covered in jumpers.  They 

need to be unpacked, checked 

and then moved into large 

bundles for distributing to their 

new home.  

Next working B will be on 

Thursday this week (20th) at 

the CWA hall at 1.30pm.   

Help will be appreciated! 
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